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Project Brief
Design a meaningful product, service or app that meets the needs of a 
telecommuter living in a small space. 
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DC1
Planes, Trains, Spaceships, RVs, Boats and Tiny Houses

_

design for small spaces to make them more comfortable and efficient





DC2
Speculative Design

_

design for potential futures in both optimistic and pessimistic perspectives; 

make unbelievable stories believable





DC3
Take A Stand

_

critical design; design to comment on or meet the needs of issues facing 

mankind as the trend of working from home in a small space  grows





DC4
DIY Challenge

_

chosen focuses: mental health problems of isolation, unbalanced work/life 

routine and lack of colleague connection 





DC5
Aging Workforce

_

design for those growing in age and physical and mental limitations





DC6
Retaining Human in Design

_

design with philosophies drawn from wabi-sabi, hygge and humor





Top 3 Directions
sketches & mockups





Chosen Direction
Ottoman Floor Heater



why an ottoman with a space heater and 
how is that meaningful to the user?

_

be comfortable while working 

be productive

take time to relax

transform your area

embrace the hygge design philosophy 





sketches and mockups
_

at first exploring the direction of a cylindrical 
form and how it could be multi-functional with...
 an ottoman
 heater 
 tabletop with adjustable height



Research
_

work and climate

a study done in England:
“A total of 67% of respondents said they felt cold in their 
workplace during the winter months. A high 80.9% of respondents 
said they were grumpier or unhappier when they felt cold. 
Furthermore, 82.3% of respondents said that when they are cold, 
they find it more difficult to concentrate and feel less productive at 
work.”

Office heat: Is your workplace too cold for productivity?
(https://www.humanresourcesonline.net/office-heat-is-your-

workplace-too-cold-for-productivity/)

“The indoor temperature affects several human responses, 
including thermal comfort, perceived air quality, sick building 
syndrome symptoms and performance at work.”

Room Temperature and Productivity in Office Work
(https://cloudfront.escholarship.org/dist/prd/content/qt9bw3n707/

qt9bw3n707.pdf)



what’s already on the market?

heated wearable
foot blanket heater

space heater
heated blanket
chair warmer

heated rug



space heaters & heating technologies
_



heating element chosen: infrared
_

why infrared heating?

heats immediately
good for small spaces
silent
most designed to look like furniture
warms people or objects in their path (like the sun)
heat stops when it is turned off
doesn’t dry out the air so the moisture doesn’t change

_

how it works...



Inspiration
_



Refined Design
30 sketch details and a full scale mockup

_

sketch details for handle, controls and cord wind up

Inspiration
_







Finalizing Details
interview and thumbnail sketches of refined details and components



what shaped ottoman?
_

interview with the Frise couple and their use of ottomans...

extra table
step stool
extra seating
ergonomically helps to kneel on to read against bed (if low 
enough)

...and reasons why they like a rectangle over any other shape

pros
- can fit into a corner or in front of a couch nicely
- standard shape

cons
- awkward when wanting to spread feet apart, feet place-
ment too close

pros
- unique and fun shape

cons
- awkward when putting feet on, must twist feet in
- doesn’t line up with a couch or corner

pros
- can fit into a corner or in front of a couch nicely
- (some) wide enough for holding two papers side by side
- can place feet apart comfortably

cons
- may get a bit big

pros
- fun shape

cons
- feel either twist in when placing on or legs dangle off 
when both resting on because of uneven sides
- won’t fit in corner nicely



interior components of heating 
elements and fan

cross section connecting to 
exterior cord

cord wind up on 
bottom

control panel 
buttons

cushion 
contour

upholstery plan

details...



Final Mockup
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_
Orthographics

_
Persona
Art Mendiola | 25 yrs old

I.T. Professional living and
telecommuting in 
San Francisco.



_
Build Process

cutting wood, laser cutting, upholstering, 3d printing, sanding, edge 
banding, painting and assembly





_
Details



_
Details





In -Use
_



tabs to pull up ottoman

enjoy the footstool

and extra table top



the table top is stable enough  to hold a 
laptop and wide enough to fit two 8”x11” 
sheets of paper next to each other



THANK YOU


